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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

In the video above, Bjorn Andreas Bull-Hansen, a best-selling Norwegian novelist, explains how

the European Union’s "Energy Performance of Buildings Directive" — the legislative instrument

that dictates the energy performance standards for buildings within the EU — will be used to

achieve a massive wealth transfer scheme.

In March 2023, the EU Parliament voted to revise this directive as part of a "Fit for 55" package,

which aims to meet a minimum 55% reduction of greenhouse gas emissions by 2030.

By 2050, the EU intends to achieve a "zero-emission and fully decarbonized building stock."  In

short, by 2050, they want every building — commercial, public and residential — in the EU to meet

zero-emission standards. To achieve that, they will impose a slew of new requirements on

homeowners.

For example, heating systems that use fossil fuels are to be completely phased out of existence

by 2035,  if the European Parliament gets its way, and that means homeowners will be required to

install new "green," presumably electric, heating systems — and pay for it out of pocket.

According to Bull-Hansen, the cost for these new energy requirements is estimated to be around

100,000 euros for a residential house.

The Goal Really Is for You to Own Nothing

The goal, Bull-Hansen, explains, is to force people out of their homes. If you cannot afford the

required upgrades, you’ll be forced to sell your home, and asset management companies like

BlackRock and Vanguard will stand at the ready to snatch these properties up.

And that’s if you’ll be allowed to sell a house that isn’t up to standards; the government might just

deem it unsellable and seize it, or you may have to pay a Wne of some sort.

In the U.S., BlackRock and Vanguard started bulk-buying residential homes in earnest in early

2021, which they then rent out rather than resell, thereby eroding middle class homeownership.

They also artiWcially drove up home prices by paying above-asking price, thereby pushing

homeownership further out of reach.

Of course, the price of rent has also skyrocketed, and renters will have to pay even more after

these energy upgrades. So, not only is homeownership something many young people can no

longer achieve, many can’t even afford to rent, and are forced to live with their parents or multiple

roommates. We can eventually expect the number of homeless to skyrocket as well.

As noted by Bull-Hansen, the elimination of personal property ownership is all part of the World

Economic Forum’s (WEF) Great Reset agenda, Agenda 2030 and the United Nations Sustainable

Development Goals. These are just different names for the same overarching plan.

The WEF’s "8 Predictions for the World in 2030" video,  in which they cheerfully declared that by

2030 "you will own nothing," spelled out many of the aspects of this global plan, including the

goal to eliminate personal ownership rights. "All products will become services," the WEF explains

on its website.  That’s what "you’ll own nothing" refers to.

Gone will be the days when you buy something once and can use it indeWnitely because you own

it. Instead, the new system they’re pushing us into will require you to rent everything — your

home, transportation, furniture, pots and pans and all the rest. You’ve probably noticed this creep

already.

For example, you used to be able to buy a piece of software, which came on a disc. You could

install and reinstall that program on any computer you wanted, because you had the CD.

Today, most software programs are cloud-based subscriptions, and you have to pay a monthly or

annual fee for as long as you’re using it. And, while the fee may be low, once you add it up over a

lifetime of use, you’ll end up paying many times more than what you did when you were able to

buy it outright.

Homeownership Has Always Been a Wealth-Building Strategy

As noted by Bull-Hansen, homeownership deWnes the middle class. More importantly, it’s been a

way to build and secure generational wealth for ages. Remove the ability for people to buy their

own home, and you effectively eliminate the middle class, leaving just the very rich, and the very

poor.

"It doesn’t matter if you believe this will be good for the environment or not," Bull-Hansen

says. "This is about controlling you. This is about owning you ... This is a wealth transfer

that we’re looking at, and we can’t accept that. Ownership is important. It’s a very, very

essential concept ...

If you take ownership away, what you’re left with is feudalism. Someone’s going to own

the stuff that you need, and they will be the so-called ‘elites’ ... So we must put our foot

down and refuse to accept this."
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Disobedience Is Our Only Way Out

OK, so what do we do about it? I second Bull-Hansen’s call for peaceful disobedience. "We MUST

be disobedient now," he says. The alternative is to accept serfdom.

And again, the coming slave system is not merely about removing human rights and eliminating

the freedoms we’ve enjoyed our whole lives — even simple things, such as having the freedom to

travel wherever you choose, whenever you want — it’s also about stripping us of our wealth and

eliminating the possibility of building wealth in the future.

They’re not just trying to take away your ability to own a home and build generational wealth that

way. With a central bank digital currency (CBDC), you won’t make interest on your money, and

they’ll take taxes out automatically. They’ll also have the ability to dictate where and what you can

spend your money on, and put expiration dates on your funds so that you can never save up for a

rainy day.

The globalist cabal behind this entire agenda intends to create a permanent slave class that has

no rights, no freedoms and no way out.

If you go along with these "green" proposals — which is what they’re using to justify this particular

wealth transfer scheme — then you are actively choosing poverty and slavery for yourself, your

children and all descendants thereafter, because dismantling this global system of control will be

unimaginably diccult once it’s in place.

How are you going to rebel when the government can seize your bank accounts at will, lock you

out of grocery stores, send you to an infectious control internment camp to "protect public health"

even though you’re not sick, program your electric vehicle such that it only runs within a speciWc

designated area, and punish everyone you know in the same way, simply because they know you?

All of that, and much more, will be possible once the AI-run digital surveillance and control grid is

fully implemented and linked to your digital identity, a programmable CBDC and the uniWed ledger

system.

As noted by Bull-Hansen, there will be ramiWcations for disobedience and refusal to go along with

the globalist "green" agenda, but if we agree to pay the price now, and refuse en masse, this

globalist power grab will absolutely fail. They cannot do it without mass obedience.

Who’s Looking to Rule the World?

If this topic is new to you, you might be wondering who these "globalists" are that are trying to

effect this global coup. I’m not going to name names here, although it’s getting easier by the day

to identify the individuals who are part of the club by examining their public statements and

stances, their business endeavors and acliations.

The reason for this is because most are no longer even trying to hide their involvement, and the

organizations erected to drive the agenda forward are becoming more and more open about their

goals.

For example, June 5, 2023, the United Nations published a document spelling out its commitment

to make the World Health Organization the central global governance body.

The following excerpt is from page 9 of the Zero Draft of the "Political Declaration of the United

Nations General Assembly High-level Meeting on Pandemic Prevention, Preparedness and

Response" document drafted in advance of the September 20, 2023, General Assembly meeting.

The Wnal text  of this document was published September 1, 2023, and in that version, all of the

headings have been removed, but the overall intent to make the WHO a de facto governing body

for the world remains unchanged.

While the document focuses on the WHO’s authority to dictate pandemic prevention and

response worldwide, as I’ve detailed in several previous articles, the WHO will not only be in

charge of pandemics. That’s just the justiWcation they use to get its foot in the door.

Next, the WHO will move into general health care by advancing the acceptance of a universal

health care system. This will be promoted under the banner of enhancing pandemic prevention,

preparedness and response, as detailed on page 11 under OP33 in the Zero Draft,  and under

article 22 in the Wnal text.

Then, through the global One Health program, which expands "public health" to include everything

from agriculture and pollution to travel and climate change, the WHO — or some spinoff thereof —

will take over all government functions.

The Wnal text of the UN’s "Political Declaration" even declares that health is an indicator of

"sustainable development," thereby directly linking the WHO’s pandemic authority to the UN’s

Sustainable Development Goals and Agenda 2030.

Lawlessness Reigns

Making matters all the more dire for the people of the world is the fact that governments and

global organizations involved in this power grab are increasingly gouting rules, guidelines, laws

and treaties that previously have ensured at least some semblance of democracy and rule of law.

One of the latest examples of this is the U.N. General Assembly (UNGA) president’s approval of

the declaration on pandemic prevention (the document discussed above) without a full assembly

vote and over the objections of 11 member states (Belarus, Bolivia, Cuba, the Democratic

People’s Republic of Korea, Eritrea, the Islamic Republic of Iran, Nicaragua, the Russian

Federation, the Syrian Arab Republic, Venezuela and Zimbabwe).

According to Francis Boyle, J.D., Ph.D., a bioweapons expert and professor of international law at

the University of Illinois who drafted the Biological Weapons Anti-Terrorism Act of 1989, the

objections by 11 nations should "prevent this declaration being adopted by consensus and thus

arguably becoming part of customary international law, which is what those behind the

declaration intend."

"They could not get it through the UNGA as a Consensus Resolution because of the 11

objecting states," Boyle told The Defender.  "They are trying to spin it and misrepresent it

by having the UNGA president — not the UNGA — approve the declaration."

UN Declaration Calls for Universal Vaccinations and More

The fact that the UN General Assembly president is creating loopholes where there are none is

particularly disturbing in light of the fact that the declaration makes the COVID-19 power grabs

permanent and calls for universal vaccination, increased surveillance, vaccine passports, social

media censorship, and an "integrated One Health approach," which I just explained is the primary

way by which the WHO will end up governing all aspects of human life.

So, we can see that even when countries disagree and push back, U.N. leadership simply skirts

the rules and follows the Deep State plan anyway, and that’s precisely the kind of behavior we can

expect from a "One World Government." They’ll have rules for themselves, which they’ll

conveniently ignore when it suits them, and Wxed rules with harsh penalties for the rest of the

plebs. As reported by The Defender, September 20, 2023:

"Critics called the declaration, which seeks to create a global pandemic authority with the

power to enforce lockdowns, universal vaccination and censorship of ‘misinformation,’

‘hypocrisy’ and ‘unhinged.’ The approval came as part of a high-level meeting on PPPR

[Pandemic Prevention, Preparedness and Response] ...

In a statement, WHO Director-General Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus said, ‘If COVID-19

taught us nothing else, it’s that when health is at risk, everything is at risk.’ He linked the

PPPR to the U.N.’s Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), saying world leaders should

‘show they have learned the painful lessons of the pandemic’ ...

Writing for the Brownstone Institute, Dr. David Bell, a public health physician, biotech

consultant and former director of Global Health Technologies at Intellectual Ventures

Global Good Fund, said ‘the main aim’ of the declaration ‘is to back’ the ‘pandemic treaty’

and IHR amendments currently under negotiation by WHO member states.

Bell said a ‘silence procedure’ is in place, ‘meaning that States not responding will be

deemed supporters of the text.’ He said the text is ‘clearly contradictory, sometimes

fallacious, and often quite meaningless,’ and intended to centralize the WHO’s power.

Bell told The Defender, ‘The declaration was not written with serious intent, but is

essentially empty rhetoric promoting a continued centralization of control that the U.N.

and WHO are openly seeking, at the expense of democracy, human rights and equality.’

Francis Boyle ... agreed ... ‘This is a full-court press to have the entirety of the United

Nations Organization, its specialized agencies and its aZliated organizations, back up

and support their proposed globalist WHO worldwide totalitarian medical and scienti[c

police state,’ he said."

Why Does the Deep State Reveal Its Plans?

In recent years, the last three in particular, the Deep State global maWa has gotten more and more

open about its plans. That said, even decades ago, the plan for a "New World Order," a "One World

Government," was there for anyone to see. They discussed it in published white papers and

reports, they hinted at it in movies and entertainment, they divulged it in tabletop exercises.

Why do they always reveal their plan? Wouldn’t it be more sensible to keep it a secret so that

people don’t know what’s coming and therefore won’t put up a Wght?

As it turns out, there’s a method to the apparent madness, and the video above, "Revealing the

Method: Esoteric Symbolism as Mind Control," explains it. In summary, the agenda for a global

governance system uses mass mind control to condition people to loss of personal power by

promoting and getting us used to three types of loss:

1. Loss of memory (amnesia)

2. Loss of will or initiative (abulia)

3. Loss of interest in that which is vital to one’s health and well-being (apathy)

These three psychological conditions are required for the global cabal to successfully implement

a global government. Mind control methods used by the cabal to promote these conditions

include the subversion of sacred symbolism and archetypes.

With the use of occult and esoteric symbols, they appeal to mankind’s lower instincts, animalistic

appetites, compulsive urges and "inharmonious drives that congict with an individual’s higher

conscious nature." The goal is to arrest the spiritual development of individuals and stige the

evolution of spirit within society.

Putting their "mark" on everything they do may also be an ego-driven facet of the cabal’s

megalomania. It proclaims their dominance to each other and, subconsciously, to the masses,

while simultaneously mocking those they view as inferior.

One particularly interesting aspect of the cabal’s use of symbolism is that the symbol typically

means the exact opposite of the mainstream consensus view of its meaning. For example, the

hammer and sickle symbol, found on the gag of the former Soviet Union, is commonly thought to

represent the tools of the working class — industry and agriculture. The idea is that of a "working

class utopia."

The occult meaning, however, which predates the Soviet Union, is that of Saturn, a demi-urge who

used a sickle to sever the unity of earth and heaven. Having separated earth from the divine,

Saturn became the architect of the material world. In emulation of Saturn, the cabal is also

engrossed with matters of the material world: owning it, shaping it, controlling it.

The hammer, meanwhile, represents the obliteration of matter — "The Wnal act of chaotic

destruction to usher in their new order." It’s the instrument that shatters the last remnants of

divine will within mankind "in a process in which man devolves and descends further into a post-

human world."

The hammer and sickle, then, seen from an occult perspective, denotes the tyrannical rule of an

elite class intent on separating mankind from the divine and, ultimately, destroying it. Its occult

meaning is that of a divided dystopia — the opposite of a uniWed utopia.

I recommend viewing the video, which goes into much greater detail than this short summary. If

nothing else, it’s food for thought.
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Why a Global Government Is the Ultimate Goal of Billionaires
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola  Fact Checked

The European Union’s “Energy Performance of Buildings Directive” — the legislative instrument that dictates the energy performance

standards for buildings within the EU — will be used to achieve a massive wealth transfer scheme



By 2030, the EU must meet a minimum 55% reduction of greenhouse gas emissions. By 2050, they want every building — commercial,

public and residential — in the EU to meet zero-emission standards. To achieve that, they will impose a slew of new renewal energy

requirements on homeowners



For example, heating systems that use fossil fuels are to be completely phased out of existence by 2035. Homeowners will be required to

install new “green,” presumably electric, heating systems — and pay for it out of pocket. The cost for these new energy requirements are

estimated to be around 100,000 euros for a residential house



The goal is to force people out of their homes. If you cannot afford the required upgrades, you’ll be forced to sell your home. Asset

management companies will then buy them and turn them into rentals



September 20, 2023, the U.N. General Assembly (UNGA) president approved a declaration on pandemic prevention, which assigns pandemic

authority to the WHO, without a full assembly vote and over the objections of 11 member states. The objections should have prevented a

consensus adoption the declaration, but the U.N. is skirting the rules by having the UNGA president, rather than the General Assembly,

approve the declaration
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The WEF and globalists in their moves to control the world didn't work with the covid pandemic and it didn't work with the climate

change but coming next: We will have a world wide water crisis because they have Wgured out everyone needs water.

www.youtube.com/watch
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And yet another approach to own it all.  www.globalresearch.ca/.../5834686

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/6/2023 2:35:55 PM
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A brother's love. www.youtube.com/watch

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/6/2023 2:53:49 PM
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Otis yes it could very well be a case of water water everywhere, but not a drop to drink..Way past time to get out the torch and

pitch forks..And while we at it, keep your powder dry and your barrel well oiled...Lefties all over the place are having a melt down

with this..  youtu.be/Zirep3E6h3Q
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Thanks Segstar. No one should even think about backing down. We need old America to stamp out woke-ism.

www.youtube.com/watch
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"Inguence is no Government." George Washington. www.youtube.com/watch
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Otis you're posting too much. OK just this last one. www.youtube.com/watch
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Otis yes simmer down puhleeze, I'm having a hard time keeping up with your posts haha...I like the last one though, great moves

even grulla was shaking it...And for a second i thought FJB had Wnally croaked..lol ah that was my evil twin...
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The worst thing is when several factors come together against people's lives. Factors such as those established in the 2030

Agenda, digital currency, war, surveillance, social credibility are promoted and aspects such as environmental pollution, water

scarcity, which cause serious illnesses and deaths, are neglected.. Report on “Cell Danger Response” outlines a growing serious

health danger. Water plays a vital role in public health, economic growth and environmental sustainability, but only about 0.01

percent of the earth's water is drinkable, an amount that is declining year after year due to pollution.

About 36% of the world's population, or 2.4 billion people, live in water-scarce regions and 52% will experience severe water

scarcity by 2050. Access to water supplies in cities is limited. By 2030, water use is expected to increase by 40% thanks to a

combination of factors such as human action and population growth, although today it is already excessive in some cities. The

US is one of the countries that consumes the most water per capita. (see link)

www.statista.com/statistics/263156/water-consumption-in-selected-count..

 .---------------------------------------------------------------Since 1900, more than 11 million people have died from droughts and 2 billion

people have been affected.

Since the 1970s, the land area affected by drought has doubled, undermining livelihoods, reversing development gains and

entrenching poverty among millions of people directly dependent on the land. From 1970 to 2019, weather, climate and water

hazards accounted for 50% of disasters and 45% of disaster-related deaths, mainly in developing countries.

reliefweb.int/report/world/drought-numbers-2022-restoration-readiness-..  (2022)
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Another take on what Vandana Shiva calls Oneness vs. the One Percent, or Global Colonialism, Rent Collectors. The corruption and its

collective rot have cleverly desensitized, Wne-tuned to sneak in over the decades the acceptance to the notion, the practice of The

Predator$ own it and we rent it. It doesn't just start and stop with the Property, ownership described in the video clip. One of the most

common places the stealth high jacking took place is in the Tech Industry with ridiculous contracts an army of lawyers cannot

comprehend, and we don't own it, we rent it.

According to their rigged rules, in their rigged in their favor system. If we do not have the means to understand so as to protest, then we

are bound according to their rigged format. The whole notion the Predator$ own DNA and have won court cases in surprise, surprise,

their rigged system. Own the Tree of Life? If their property (harvested, then manipulated DNA) ends up in your plants via the processes

of Nature, you are liable. Your personal body DNA taking in various kinds of test, becomes "Their Property." You or parts of yourself are

no longer yours, and they can use you, (your DNA,) anyway they like in their rigged system.

And - take care - take caution. Do not dare to share Mis - (ing) - information, they Own all the News they deem to Wt their rigged system.

And, as much as their bloated coffers 'own,' we are already suffering from eons of Redistribution of Wealth, and it is just Wne as long as

it all goes into their private banks breaking apart at the seams. It's only a problem when some of the wealth - Trickles Down on the Great

Unwashed.
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Just, you have spoken great truths. Large corporations want to monopolize food, the pharmaceutical industry, energy, population

control, and they use the spirit that encourages them in the Great Reset, the global technocratic corporate coup promoted by

Gates' friend and partner, Klaus Schwab, of the WEF are the creators of a false science of genetically modiWed foods, proteins,

chemicals and pharmaceuticals, vaccines and they sell us as “sustainable solutions”. The billionaire club is having a destructive

impact throughout the world with climate change, absorbing the ownership of small businesses and creating increasingly larger

corporate interests managed by the pharmaceutical, military, energy lobbies and now the exploitation of the population with it.

climate change Sharyl Attkisson, sheds light on the way the media controls the minds of Americans by controlling what we see

and hear, instilling fear for many aspects of the news that are not even real. Imagine that. This controls the way many people

vote and unfortunately almost all media and social media right now is controlled by the CCP led Democrats. That's right, Google,

Wikipedia and WebMD are nothing more than catapults for the false narratives of Big Pharma and the Big Brother government.

It's all part of the big brainwashing and you can't talk to people to get them out of there. As Attkisson herself recommends, don't

believe what you're told until you do your own research. Look beyond the “trusted” sites and seek advice from those you trust.

Make your own decisions and think for yourself. veritasnews.com/how-is-mainstream-media-brainwashes-the-masses-ex-cbs-..

 (2023)
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Thirty-Wve years ago, the United Nations Environment Program (UNEP) and the WMO (World Meteorological Organization)

established the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) to provide scientiWc advice on the complex issue of climate

change. Governments around the world have signed this convention, which has had a signiWcant impact on the lives of the

world's people. However, many scientists disagree with the theory of man-made climate change promoted by the UN, and many

people around the world are confused by the issue or unaware of all the facts.

Let me provide you with information that you may not know. Very few people really dig into the data, they simply accept the UN

IPPC reports. However, many distinguished and very respectable scientists have done exactly that and discovered that the theory

of man-made climate change promoted by the UN is seriously gawed. 1,500 of the world's leading climate scientists and

professionals in more than 30 countries have signed a declaration that there is no climate emergency and have refuted the

United Nations' claims regarding climate change.

the Irish Climate Science Forum (ICSF) website, a valuable resource founded by Jim O'Brien. I thank the ICSF for its excellent

work in highlighting the scientiWc gaws in the UN climate narrative. The ICSF offers a comprehensive series of lectures from

renowned international scientists who provide much evidence, analysis and data contradicting the UN's claims. The Climate

Intelligence Foundation's Wndings include the following: at the link.

www.globalresearch.ca/1500-scientists-say-there-no-climate-emergency-r..  (09/2023)
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Understood by long time visitors here but a quick rundown for any new eyes. We are fed self-serving stories instead of facts to

inguence and control everything we think or do. A Global Monopoly, say Pharma releases the latest Wunder Cure. So brought to

you by the same Pharma monopoly, Legacy Media tells us all about it. So now we run to research online. Google, Twitter,

Wikipedia, WebMD: all sing the praises it is safe and effective. Any parties who raise concerns, or issues are shouted down,

locked out, or are painted as tin foil cranks. Unknown for too many the whole business, soup to nuts, Legacy Media, Wikipedia,

Google, WebMD, down to the occial sanctioned information on the drug your doctor was given was all produced by the

Monopoly Agents and lobbyists. To do anything other leads to being accused of peddling Mis - (ing) - information.
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it's totally greenwashing, they harp on about the environment then poison it with agrichemicals, decimate pollinators at the same

time, which reduces food for thousands of species of birds, reptiles and animals, we need to bring back the insects, I remember

20 years ago when you drove at night loads of bugs and insects would be on your car headlights and windscreen, now there are

none, none at all, species are starving to death. The singe best thing to do for nature right now this moment is to ban

agrichemicals, humans might have problems with some supplies, but man survived for thousands of years without

agrichemicals....stop them now, they poison the earth, air and water. Terrible terrible things.
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Indeed, Eevee, Wrst the environment is contaminated by exploiting natural resources and then it is threatened with climate

change where corporate interests want to be the beneWciaries. Adding to the serious problems associated with the Green

Revolution now appearing more and more, the so-called Blue Revolution is already plagued by a wide range of negative

environmental and social effects. If we do not respect nature and biodiversity, we are compromising the future, promoting

disease and the destruction of the ecosystem. Information from the IUCN Red List of Threatened Species, there are more than

120,000 species assessed on the Red List and more than 32,000 are in danger of extinction, including 41% of amphibians, 34% of

conifers and 33% of reef-building corals.

28% of crustaceans, 26% of mammals and 14% of birds. https://www.iucnredlist.org/

 .----------www.iucn.org/resources/conservation-tools/iucn-red-list-threatened-spe..  The American food system is a disaster. The

American diet is "toxic." The FDA, USDA, EPA, and CDC are run by industry experts and powerful lobbyists. Now we also have a

salmon loaded with toxic chemical weapons, caused by stress in its breeding, unnatural feeding, antibiotics, vaccines, pesticides,

including ethoxyquin, disinfectants and anesthetics.

Don Staniford, who heads the small Global Alliance against industrial aquaculture when he lectured at the National Geographic

Society, calling Wsh farms "toxic toilets." "What we are seeing now is a chemical arms race in the seas, as well as in the land

farms, where plant resistance to chemicals is growing. In Wsh farms, parasites are increasing resistance to chemicals and

antibiotics "in the most polluting feed of those in the rancid supermarkets and must carry a public health warning.

www.theguardian.com/environment/2017/apr/01/is-farming-salmon-bad-for-..
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In an interview with Kim Iverson, Robert F. Kennedy Jr. reiterated his free-market approach to environmentalism, warning that the

typical Communist Democrat position on climate change is very different. Instead of taking a top-down totalitarian approach that

beneWts "mega-millionaires," Kennedy says he supports an approach to environmental protection based on capitalism and the

free market. "Climate and pollution issues are being exploited by, you know, the World Economic Forum and Bill Gates and all

these big, you know, mega billionaires," Kennedy said. "In the same way that COVID was exploited to use it as an excuse to

suppress top-down totalitarian controls in society and then give us engineered solutions." Kennedy would go on to reveal that

these same exploitative mega-billionaires are all embedded in the environmental regulatory agencies that are imposing climate

tyranny on the masses.

"And if you look closely, it turns out that the guys who are promoting those engineering solutions are the people who own the IPS,

the patents for those solutions," he said. www.thegatewaypundit.com/2023/04/rfk-jr-mega-billionaires-are-using-cl..  (2023)
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CertiWcate to own car in Singapore rockets to US $106,000. www.theguardian.com/world/2023/oct/04/singapore-cost-car-certiWcate ..

Will Switzerland Impose Climate Lockdowns? thenewamerican.com/world-news/europe/will-switzerland-impose-climate-l..  * * * * The

cofounder of Greenpeace Canada told podcast host Dan Proft that “climate alarmism is 100% untrue.”

climatechangedispatch.com/greenpeace-canada-cofounder-we-are-not-in-a-..   * * * * Corporate PR & Global Warming the Big Con.

www.counterpunch.org/2023/10/03/corporate-pr-global-warming-the-big-co..  * * * * It used to be warmer 4,000 new bits of evidence

melt out of Norwegian glaciers. joannenova.com.au/2023/09/it-used-to-be-warmer-4000-new-bits-of-eviden..   * * * * Canada to

Require Podcasters, News Sites to Register With Government.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/canada-government-register-podcast..
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An example of brainwash: The Belgian PM addressed the United Nations with: "Climate, vaccines and terrorism: Nobody is safe

until everybody is safe". This phrase: Nobody is safe" is repeated and abused a 1000 x by the elites, the WHO, Gavi (vaccines)

world leaders, by famous people like Bono, political leaders, Klaas Schab, TV news etc. With this prhrase they sell Climate taxes,

lock-downs, mandatory (fake) "vaccines", the WHO treaty, etc, even to sell wars. - - Recently Robert W.

Malone, MD, MS writes about this brainwash Phrase in a article. But more interesting is the short video at the bottom of his

article, which shows a compilation of examples of this brainwashing method by the media. How Liars Create the Illusion of Truth:

“Repeat a lie often enough and it becomes the truth”, is a law of propaganda often attributed to the Nazi Joseph Goebbels.

Among psychologists something like this known as the “illusion of truth” effect.

rwmalonemd.substack.com/.../nobody-is-safe-until-everybody-is
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Thanks PETE, yes, everything the powers that be are telling everyone right now about how the world can be saved from full-blown

environmental and climate collapse just by moving to a "green" economy is a lie. We globalists want us to be trapped in chains

eating cockroaches and crickets for dinner every night while celebrating the "happiness" of owning absolutely nothing and

somehow being happy about it. The newbies want you dead so they can take over the planet and live in luxury without you in the

way, unless you are one of the "lucky" ones who is saved and becomes their slave.

The green climate agenda is a ploy, or a Trojan horse, to let the enemy in and put all family farmers out of business; destroy the

tradition of livestock farming; and promote global consumption of insects instead of meat (for those not in the elite, of course,

since those at the top of the pyramid still plan to gorge on meat and the best of the best when it comes to everything fancy and

gourmet). In his documentary "No Farmers No Food," EpochTV host Roman Balmakov, the Wlm's creator, discusses how corrupt

governments are preparing an army of climate activists to shut down all food-producing farms because those farms are

"destroying the planet," they told us.

Instead, the powers that be want these farms replaced by insect factories like the ones billionaire eugenicist Bill Gates is starting

to build on the tens of millions of U.S. agricultural acres he's been gobbling up in recent years.

wattsupwiththat.com/2023/09/28/right-epochtv-global-climate-policies-a..  (09/28/2023)
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The EU is leading the race, with a bold plan to become the world's Wrst “carbon neutral” continent by 2050 and reduce its CO2

emissions by at least 55% by 2030. Bill Gates wrote of the coming climate crisis: “As terrible as this pandemic is, climate change

could be worse... This year's relatively small decline in emissions makes one thing clear: We cannot simply get to zero

emissions.” “Not even for the most part, gying and driving less.” With a virtual monopoly of the mainstream media and social

networks, the global warming lobby has been able to lead much of the world to assume that it is best for humanity to eliminate

hydrocarbons, including oil, natural gas, coal and even “carbon-free products”.

”nuclear electricity by 2050, with which we hope to avoid an increase of 1.5 to 2 degrees Celsius in the global average

temperature. There's only one problem with this. It is the cover for an ulterior diabolical agenda. What is almost never said is that

CO2 cannot rise into the atmosphere. The speciWc gravity of CO2 is approximately 1.5 times that of air. That would suggest that

CO2 exhaust from vehicles or power plants is not rising into the atmosphere some 12 miles or more above Earth to form the

dreaded greenhouse effect. www.globalresearch.ca/great-zero-carbon-criminal-conspiracy/5736707  (09/23/2’23) -

There is a clear consensus among the global elite that overpopulation is the root cause of the most important problems facing

the world and that it is urgent to do something about it. They really believe that humans are a plague on the Earth and that we will

literally destroy the planet if left to our own devices... The following are 30 quotes about population control that show that the

elite really believe that humans are a plague on the earth and that a great slaughter is necessary:
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elite really believe that humans are a plague on the earth and that a great slaughter is necessary:

www.globalresearch.ca/list-30-elites-that-support-promote-depopulation..  (10/’5/2023)
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM
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Great run-down guys! So, most of this makes much more sense if we take the WEF and all at their word they desire to depopulate

the world to their liking. With so much of a population crash coming, already in progress in China, Korea, Japan even in Europe,

the States. All their Wxes will be attainable for them, and just them. Will they not?
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Thanks Gui and Steve. - Governments tax us for climate change, but what did they do themselves? The USA bombed the Russian

Northstrea, gaspipe to EU, just before Germany wanted to stop with energy from coai to "save the climate" and use cheap

Russian gas instead.. What is in the news 2 days ago? Germany Turns To Coal To Meet Winter Demand. A country on the

forefront of the green transition will put several mothballed coal-Wred power plants back online ahead of the upcoming winter,

Bloomberg News reported Wednesday. climatechangedispatch.com/after-closing-its-nuclear-plants-germany-tur..  .

* * * * Ten years ago a Minister for Climate and Energy in my country tried to be very clever. He said people should save energy

and the climate by using their neighbours washingmachine. I guess, he don't know how to calculate, that the total energy from

both households together will still be the same. And such a person runs a country. Klaus Schwab tried to be also "smart" in the

same way. Notice that the word "tried." means failure. He Announced The End Of Car Ownership by 2030 "You will use an app like

Uber to pick you up.

By 2030 there will be no more private cars. Highways will become parks” The proof that he said it is in this short X/twitter vIdeo.

But if you use an Uber car instead of own car, what difference does it make for the emissions? The car emissions will be even

higher, because the Uber car has to drive to you Wrst. And such a fool as Klause Schwab tells world leaders what to do and they

take him serious. That is real funny and real sad at the same time. twitter.com/.../1709672177593720883
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM
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Sigh, A major beneWt that allowed the US to grow and prosper during the industrial era was plentiful supply of low cost oil and

gas (US Military, with their aircraft carriers and Wghter jets is by far, the largest energy consumer followed by agriculture, and its

massive transportation needs and cement factories...Right now, few countries or areas where electric heat or high electric use

for cars and such make sense! Norway has 80% hydroelectric generation, and in process of switching over to all electric cars.

Otherwise the Province of Quebec and parts of Ontario have hydroelectric generation, yet their energy generation costs keep

increasing. That's it!! The rest is baloney and bullsh!t, misapplied to purposely break the economies of developed nations. ~ ~ ~

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Here's a reposting of an important graphic with a detailed explanation: "dr shiva - how the few control the many" - -

www.bitchute.com/.../K3Ku8aiar4in
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Krofter
Joined On 6/2/2015 9:47:59 AM
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rose - Yup, that's what happens when we let predatory elitist, centralized, globalist powers run things. Whether it's big oil or the

UN, the solution lies in forming decentralized, local solutions to bypass the powers that shouldn't be.
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Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM
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Hi "rrrosie", "Norway has 80% hydroelectric generation,..." How do all those King Oscar sardines swim upstream to spawn? :-)
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Hi Pete and everyone: This is a recent posting from Ivor Cummins in Ireland. Ivor makes a point to have this earth

rotation/temp/co2 info understandable by all!! "Net Zero...in a NUTSHELL! Do you get it yet?" - - youtu.be/bvpyUEfo6jQ  - - - - - Hi

Krofter, yes to decentralization! Pete, Climate, vaccines (for high density conWned animal barns) and 15-minute cities (cattle

pens) are the words and positioning out of a 2002 Rockefeller Report on how to control humanity using fear.
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I wonder why, or if, the Germans haven't pursued the 1920 environmentally friendly Fischer-Tropsch, coal liquiWcation process

that got the Germans fuel during WWll??? en.wikipedia.org/.../Fischer%E2%80%93Tropsch_process
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Pete.Smith
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Great points Rose. Yes the US military is a bigger polluter than as many as 140 countries. In 2017, the US military bought about

269,230 barrels of oil a day and emitted more than 25,000 kilotonnes of carbon dioxide a day by burning those fuels.

theconversation.com/us-military-is-a-bigger-polluter-than-as-many-as-1.. . The war in Ukraine caused huge Co2 emissions. If

they so afraid about climate change, why not go aftere peace there, But no they go after taxpayers. Good video by Ivor Cummins.

Also the Earth not only goes in a circle around the sun but also in a t 26,000 years, eclipse, which means the distance Earth to

Sun varies, which meand variations in temparature. There are many other factors also, that's why Climate scientists admit they

have a 90% chance of being wrong about Arctic sea ice

wattsupwiththat.com/2023/10/04/climate-scientists-admit-they-have-a-90..
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Guillermo and all... A major part of control is keeping people ignorant by denying them their innate God-given rights. This is done

by control of media and medicine, limiting free assembly, censoring free speech and surveilling communication, proposals to

limit travel to 15-minute cities. And a lot more that I don't know about or can only speculate. People must be kept ignorant if they

are to be enslaved... just like the plantation days when blacks were punished if they were found trying to learn to read and write.

The globalists want people who follow orders and do not think for themselves.

However, such systems tend to eventually implode upon themselves because fewer and fewer people are creative, capable of

independent thought or problem-solving. When societies collapse--and they will--historically, we see the rise of the skilled middle

class, up from the ashes of peasantry. The aristocracy-types no longer have the support of armies to enforce their edicts and

they lack the skills to do productive work, placing them at a survival disadvantage.
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wareagle82
Joined On 1/25/2022 10:01:46 AM
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There are already places where people own nothing. Those places are called ghettos. Anyone living there look happy? Of course, not;

the people are miserable and completely dependent on govt.
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Jackaroni
Joined On 4/4/2009 8:32:35 AM
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And when people are completely dependent on the government, most lose any ambition to better themselves because they can

"survive", even if they don't thrive. And when one completely depends on the government to supply their needs, they lose all of

their rights because they have to follow ALL of the govt dictates or risk losing their needs. I believe that this is part of WEF's plan.

And look at the federal debt of the USA, the interest payment alone is nearly as high as defense spending, this doesn't factor in

principle at all. And congress continues to borrow money. It is only a matter of time before the economy completely fails and the

WEF can usher in a whole new digital monetary system. Those who worked hard and saved their money will lose everything and

will join those already in the ghettos.
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cleanse4life
Joined On 8/12/2009 3:19:12 PM
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They say "and you will be happy' because you will be mind controlled/brainwashed. That's assuming you will even still be alive.
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Now imagine the Entire World, with the exception of the few rich "Blue Zones" being turned into a giant ghetto...
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avk1974
Joined On 8/11/2014 1:57:09 PM
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I really don't understand about tossing all energy eggs in one electric basket. Set aside potentially nefarious plots. How honestly can we

transition so fast to electric everything? All California did was do some electric cars and they were freaking out...you couldn't charge

your car because the electricity was needed to keep people from dying of heat wave. The entire country on electric? Unless there is a

way to harness and store lightning strikes, I can't see how we can immediately start moving to banning and restricting. At minimum we

will end up seeing terrible disasters where many lives are lost and disaster recovery or emergency services can't be rendered because

everything was hinging on the fragile electric pin and it failed.

Can you imagine earth quake, hurricane, tornado, wild Wre areas where electricity is the ONLY way to power anything? It's very naive.

Nowadays, people just reach for a generator or a whole house generator kicks in or crank up their wood stove, supplement with lanterns

or solar, but really, solar and wind for everyone including the average Joe for every electric need? You're going to power an ICU of every

hospital on solar and wind generators during a disaster of unknown length? Come on. I read a while ago that there aren't actually the

natural resources on the entire planet earth to go electric vehicle across the globe, because even if totally depleted, it would only

provide electric car batteries for the UK.

So I'm guessing "go electric" means "for now until you go caveman". There's only enough resources to make electric transportation

possible for a micro few ACROSS THE GLOBE. Seriously, going global ironically means partitioning people off in isolation within a

"walking distance" of everyone and everything. This is like rewinding the clock about 5000 years. I mean they even had horses, ox carts,

donkeys, boats to get around. It would be worse than ancient times re interaction and transportation.
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In the US, the energy grid is old, undersized and crumbling. You go all electric and may well end up in the dark ages! Its a plan to

destroy the US economy, and make us part of their "ONE WORLD" NIGHTMARE.
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Best way to break ALL of the "eggs" is to put them all in one basket...
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..."can never save up for a rainy day...." It was interesting, I was watching a show about Dark Ages and Medieval living. It was very

interesting and people's lifestyles then were acted out. Feudalism, serfdom. Average people could not get ahead, there was no ability to

save money because it was such that every last cents was used for survival. There were no extras which could be sold off. I can't

remember but I think they weren't allowed to sell off excess or the excess had to go to the Lord. The Lord also owned necessary pieces

of equipment for daily living and the serfs had to "rent" the equipment (like an apple press to make cider) to process the food.

Mill etc. There were three levels below king or lord. Peasant class ....you couldn't get out of this class no matter what and you had no

extra money to get any education or skills or anything except work at the menial tasks to survive just barely. Sometimes people were

randomly pulled out of that class and into the military/soldier class and people jumped at the chance for their kids to get out of peasant

class and cheerfully sent them off to fare better.

Then the class above that were nobles "friends and buddies" of the lord/king. The thing that broke serfdom was the Black Death plague.

It said so many people died that these lords couldn't even keep their serfdoms going because labor was so scarce and the people who

survived, their skills were in such high demand they could name any price and they could make lots of money. This gave them extras

and savings and pulled them out of peasant class and have negotiating power and freedom to say yes or no....I guess more of a middle

class.
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airsurfer
Joined On 3/31/2014 8:39:38 PM
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if people would act as one any parasite would be quickly eliminated. The medieval model had gaws, as too poor is not good to

keep under control (not much to loose), and in feudalism they also were kept under control through force, which shows the poor

very clearly who their real ennemy is. So they 'invented' money and dissolution of families. This way people don't Wght the power,

let alone question it. They Wght each other for the money, not caring where it comes from or who pulls the strings. A fantastic

model of slavery, that money game thing... In feudalism the elite was still way too close to the world of the serfs. Now the serfs

are isolated from them with an unpenetrable digital wall.
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Eevee
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Which is why cash is best.....
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karacolman
Joined On 9/15/2020 1:37:55 PM
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America is just and ready to become the Guerrilla force millions of guns and ammo.And no Wghting war like the past .they wont see

their enemy.THE VET-CONg , they wont see any lines to Wght on,it will all be shots from the never land.Evil people will eventually be

annihilated,Jesus will be the loudest sound we will ever hear and eternal Truth will be SO bright, it will blind the devil and all the cohorts,

bring it on...
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For consideration... a strong and true message to Wght for freedom....by Ms Mordaunt at the recent party conference....

www.youtube.com/watch
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Joined On 4/9/2016 4:17:26 PM
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"...The cost for these new energy requirements are estimated to be around 100,000 euros for a residential house..." Oh, please! An

electric heat pump to replace a fossil fuel furnace is about 5,000 euros installed. Most homes already have insulation and eccient

windows, but for those that don't, add another 20,000 euros. A tax on fossil fuels can subsidize the improvements. Bjorn Andreas

Bull-Hansen is just trying to stir up the populace.
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Joined On 3/8/2021 3:24:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Anything that's subsidised its the tax payers that are paying - in the UK the heat pumps are at least 10K Ther governments don't

have any money its all taxpayers money they are squandering.
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Micha_El
Joined On 4/23/2020 4:52:00 PM
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Dont be silly Bobby. Why should people be forced into something that is not necessary?. Also, how many can afford 5000 Euros

for such a system? It could just well be 100 000 euros to them.. Why should we pay for something that is devious and dishonest.
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Heat pumps in the UK are average 13 to 15 thousand GBP but there are some grants from the government at the moment, so you

can get the them a couple/few thousand cheaper, should you wish to, it is not obligatory.
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hi bob, does that 5k install really replace the full heating of a residential house or do you need more than 1 of those pumps (my

mom has one, new house and can't say it's effective neither succient, she still needs a big wood stove to warm the 'isolated to

modern specs' house... poorly). You assume they won't become more stringent with regulations on what type of install you can

use, what type is approved, what type isn't anymore after maybe just 10 years etc. If you can comply with lots of money at every

step of the changes they impose (as if manufacturing all those changes had zero pollution impact...), you migh be able to stay in

the game.

The others will not be able to participate, or will be forced out of it by lack of funds. Laws and regulations change constantly. If

you're young and making lots of money (most young aren't) you might think 5 or 10 years down the line everything will be Wne... I

can only conWrm out of personal experience in every area I master, that regulations change quickly and for the worse (small

particle diesel Wlter anyone?

oil dilution anyone? all just in a few years in millions of cars worldwide) and more expensive and making previous investments

thrown into the garbage can. How's that for durability and 'ecology'. On the one hand they force historically harmful (still the

case) isolation on you, on the other they force permanent (thus permanent consumption) ventilation that sucks the heat out of

your home, and to 'treat' the lack of ventilation in other places they'll gladly sell (or impose) poisonous chemicals which must be

renewed periodically.

They seem to forget that nature takes care of life with zero pollution, zero waste, zero political power. Wood grows, horses run on

grass. There is a neverending source of good solutions and brilliant minds and ideas. Somehow politicians always know better

while having zero hindsight. Isn't it clear what the real problem is? Ze rules of the economy game are not dictated by ze masses!
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Jackaroni
Joined On 4/4/2009 8:32:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I was thinking the same thing...

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/6/2023 10:15:35 AM

 Like   Dislike

 

grulla
Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

About 1 1/2 years ago, I had a SPLIT heat/A.C. heat pump installed in a 14X58 single-wide MH, (caravan for you Brits), that cost

me ~$3800.00USD professionally installed. The electric bill savings are great, but I'm wondering about the future heat pump

repair bills. I'm also keeping the original propane furnace and 240 volt window/wall air conditioner in repair just in case, but they

both rely on electricity, as the furnace relies on a forced air blower motor. I'm thinking of replacing the furnace with non-electric,

propane radiant heat somewhat similar to the two non-electric radiant Camco propane catalytic heaters I have in my 33' RV

(caravan) trailer.

One should also inquire as to the price differences between an integral heat pump VS a split heat pump, both with A.C., as there

could be $$$ savings involved. And especially here in North America, make sure the heat pumps run on eccient 240 volts, 60 HZ,

and not 120 volts, which is usually not a problem in other typically 220-240 volt, 50 Hz countries.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/6/2023 11:09:45 AM
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caws
Joined On 1/12/2009 12:42:21 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Fighting back has to be more than disobeying. We need to be more proactive. Meryl Nass has told us how. Start sending letters,

gooding phone calls and send her poster to every senator and house member along with your local city & state representatives to

educate them to this travesty. They won't want this either as they don't qualify as "elite" ; but they are ignorant sheep who can be easily

bought if they don't get informed. We need to withdraw from the WHO ,WEF, CFR, and UN now; before they take our sovereignty . Maybe

if we remind people that the UN and Klaus Schwab both advocate child traccking for sex and organ theft people might be outraged

enough to act. Why else do you think the MSM downplayed and criticized the Sound of Freedom movie shining a light on this?

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/6/2023 7:24:34 AM
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dfghjk
Joined On 5/30/2015 10:43:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Rumble is a free speech platform for videos that is slowly replacing YouTube. Both the videos in this excellent article can be watched

on Rumble. YouTube is demonetizing many content providers for their anti-cabal statements. The more of us that switch to Rumble

when possible, the more support Rumble will have to Wght off the globalists trying to bring them down. They are in transition to having

all of their own servers, so are more secure than Parler was several years back when Amazon cut off their servers. Parler was very

popular at the time.  Here are the videos in this article on Rumble:

rumble.com/vpw77s-revealing-the-method-esoteric-symbolism-as-mind-cont..    

rumble.com/v2b8mxq-the-great-reset-how-they-plan-to-take-your-house.ht..

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/6/2023 10:29:22 AM
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Surprised that their are other countries ahead of the U.S. in oppression and loss of freedoms. I Wgured we were the worst with an

accelerated agenda.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/6/2023 8:59:34 AM
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Segstar
Joined On 7/3/2012 3:30:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks to the young WEF TURD, Canada has long surpassed the US in all forms of evil crookey... Just look at what they did, and

are STILL doing to the Trucking convoy folks...You guys better watch out, you could get downgraded like the credit rating.. And

the rest of the Countries could surpass you soon..www.cp24.com/news/freedom-convoy-organizers-trial-on-scheduled-break-u..

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/6/2023 9:18:18 AM
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grulla
Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Trucastreau hasn't reopened the truckers' bank accounts yet???

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/6/2023 10:37:03 AM
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Stephjask
Joined On 10/23/2015 8:00:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The deplorable BBC and the rest of Britain's presstitutes applaud the psychopathic globalists daily. Our mandated King is one of them.

The BBC ran an article a day or so ago stating that 15 minute cities were designed to enhance citizens' lives. They viciously dismissed

anything else as disinformation and conspiracy theory. What a joke this country has become, a snapping lapdog for the demented and

corrupt incumbent of the White House.  Both once great nations are whirling ever faster down the drain with the never great E.U.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/6/2023 4:53:16 AM
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MoMac46
Joined On 3/8/2021 3:24:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Totally agree uk is Wnished if it carries on the way its going. Scotland is even stricter than England our income tax is higher than

England and our U-LES (car restrictions in Glasgow city) Is 60 Wne whereas in London its 12.50. The gu & covid vaccinations are

having a good roll out. The people are still queuing up to get them as all I hear is we need to protect from covid. I know some

people are realising something is amiss, but to be honest the biggest majority of people will just follow what ever the MSM and

the government asks, as they think they are doing their duty.
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Eevee
Joined On 3/7/2008 10:05:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

MoMac - I disagree, nearly everyone I know, says never again. Even our politicians have said if there is another pandemic the UK

response will be very different, more in line with Sweden, well the lot that are in the government now. General Election next year,

god knows what will happen, personally I think we will end up with a hung parliament.
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Watch GB News...much better ;)  Stand up and Wght for freedom.... www.youtube.com/watch
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Joined On 10/7/2018 12:45:48 PM
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"Next to power without honour, the most dangerous thing in the world is power without humour. When humour goes, there goes

civilisation. Humour is truth.” Ever wondered why there are so few satirical comedies on mainstream media anymore? Other than

U-tube reruns, it seems there is little incentive for poking fun at the establishment which is now beyond satire as we can no

longer distinguish between irony and reality in the United Wokedom. The distinguishing feature of woke and snowgake cultures

is their inability to laugh, their failure to be self critical and to not take themselves too seriously. Humour is a great leveller and

reminds the little Hitlers and narcissistic sociopaths in positions of power that many of us see right through their nefarious

schemes to enslave us.

Humour is surely the mark of a healthy civilisation? It seems the only qualiWcation for the top job now is either to be a parody of

yourself (Boris Johnson) or let the loony left indulge in virtue signalling by appointing a token brown person - Richer-than-You

Sunak at Wastemonster, Humza Useless at Holyrood and Genghis’ Khan, Mayor of London, to show how racially unbiased is the

establishment. Controlled opposition such as GB News won’t cut it either when a full police investigation is triggered by a case of

rudeness, which as far as the law is concerned it is not a crime.

Meanwhile the criminality of a paedophile employed by the BBC was ignored for years - being best buddies with royalty surely

deserves a knighthood? Are cases such as Tucker Carlson, Huw Edwards, Philip SchoWeld, Russel Brand, Laurence Fox just

another weapon of mass distraction from something being slipped through without us noticing? Perhaps these personalities

received a backhander to comply. We must learn to take nothing at face value.

dailysceptic.org/2023/10/05/inony-is-dead-time-puts-humza-yousaf-on-co..
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Welp! We live in Sunny DRY, Arizona. It has been Hot and Dry for at least 5 months now. Our yards are small, and we have all artiWcial

grass. I have 4 raised bed gardens that I grow FOOD in. We Las have a rain barrel collection so that I can water my garden with rain

water. That is no longer happening. We have had NO (zero, zilch nada) rain this year. If we don't get rain very soon, The price we will pay

is for our food! Prices are soaring! I am still praying for rain! ! ! What this gentle man is talking about is very disturbing. I believe in

prayer, and I am praying for all of us!
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Individuals who recognize what is taking place are writing Congress or doing what they can to stop the coup. However, I fear a much

larger group of people, particularly ones who are not yet affected by the diabolical shift in a signiWcant way, are turning their heads away

from the problem. I do not eat, drink, and sleep the evil I see, but when I occasionally mention what I believe is taking place (e.g., deadly

shots, BlackRock shill companies buying up middle class property, WEF pushing transhumanism and endless vaccines), most

individuals do not want to hear it. It reminds me of a book I had read several years back by Ellie Wiesel.

If my memory serves me correctly (clearly, I am paraphrasing), Wiesel described how a little old Jewish man was vehemently

attempting to warn people in the streets about Jews being hauled away in Germany. Nonetheless, many folks of the time, at least in

Wiesel's area, dismissed the old gentleman's words as ridiculous. In sum, until a majority of folks are greatly impacted by the

fascist-like takeover we are now experiencing, inaction will prevail. By the time most people awake, I fear it will be too late.
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This is already happening in my neighborhood. As the elderly pass on or sellers sell to real estate investors, those homes are now being

rented out. By renters receiving Federal Assistance. They don't take care of the property, at all. White slumlords, and there are many of

them. I purchased a home to get away from renters. Had my crystal ball been working, I would have waited until retirement to buy a

home. But, I won't be living in the decrepit city forever. Most big towns are already imploding.
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I am in rural Oregon. Obviously base camp for insanity but implosion has already begun. No one knows what to do. Our

neighborhoods are chopped up by people with different sensibilities, to be polite.
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For many decades housing has been part of the predatory elites globalist system, from banks to the building material supply chains.

Bypass the dark, globalist agenda to enslave us to our home loans.  Build energy eccient houses that require no bank loan by using

natural, non-toxic local resources.  secularheretic.substack.com/p/250000-needed-for-mud-and-straw-revoluti..
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Thank you Krofter, interesting and beautiful proposals for economic and environmental sustainability. What is certain is that the

rise to dominance of industrial capitalism in the 19th century had the effect of separating national economies and governance

from the communities they had evolved to serve. People no longer live in economies that regect local conditions and meet basic

needs, but must now adapt their lives and communities to global economic realities and the dominance of capital. We can

consider “land grabbing” with the direct purchase of large areas of arable or productive rural land, mainly in poorer countries, by

agents from rich countries: private investors (banks, corporations, investment funds) or public investors.

(state companies, government institutions, sovereign funds). Wealthy countries and organizations now legally acquire through

formal agreements (involving land markets or political corruption) what used to require territorial occupation. This global

strategy points to a major territorial congict between the increasingly wealthy global consumer class that sits at the top of

humanity's literal food chain and the interests of the majority of the world's population.

It also suggests a parallel with the foreign acquisition of land and housing. The real estate bubble in times of crisis developed a

global housing acquisition market. The vulture funds plunged families into economic desperation without the possibility of

accommodation and subject to the charity of groups of organizations. Inequalities increased. They are economic cycles

produced now globally by the interconnections of the stock market that is managed by the globalist elite.
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Krofter other proposals for buildings that respect ecological construction. A SUSTAINABLE AND AFFORDABLE SMALL HOUSE Is

it even possible? Vermont-based design-build Wrm New Frameworks is proving it is. “I've come to realize that, currently,

sustainable housing just isn't achievable by a lot of people, and it doesn't help to ignore that fact New construction runs easily

into $300 a square foot these days, making a newly-constructed home, even with cheap toxic materials, pretty far out of reach

for many. I worked on my house for 2.5 years straight, not including the years of design work leading up to the build. If I'd paid for

that amount of labor, our 1,100 square foot house would have easily exceeded $750,000.”

laurafenton.substack.com/.../a-sustainable-and-affordable-small  (2023) DEAR ZERO: PLEASE ACCEPT MY APOLOGY AND MY

EXPLANATION OF WHY I HATE AI IMAGES OF BUILDINGS COVERED IN TREES Zero is “a global community that raises

awareness, shares knowledge and empowers its members to meet our vision of a zero carbon construction industry.” Its mission:

ZERO is our answer to construction’s big 5 billion tonnes of CO2 per year problem.

As a global community of professionals, we have a common goal to make construction a zero carbon industry. We want to work

with more than just leaders and decision makers because we are all responsible to answer the challenge and to support those

who have to make decisions on change.

ZERO has created a valuable playbook that is “a foundation to many ideas, concepts, and routes to reducing carbon in your

construction projects.” I am going to join ZERO and will introduce my sustainable design students to it, along with their Zero Next

Program, where they “aim to unite young people around the world to champion sustainability and reduce embodied carbon for a

cleaner planet.” lloydalter.substack.com/.../dear-zero-please-accept-my-apology  (2023)
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OK, WHAT SHOULD A GREEN BUILDING LOOK LIKE? It's going to be not too tall, not too big, not too glassy, boxy but beautiful,

possibly Passivhaus, and it will have trees around it, not on it. Oh, and it is probably a bit boring. If we are going to be driven by

physics and building science rather than art, a good place to start might be the research by H. L. Gauss of the University of

Cambridge. His team built what I called a “magic box” of a program where they could adjust input variables:

lloydalter.substack.com/.../ok-what-should-a-green-building-look

 (2023).-----------------------------------------------------------------------This is part of a current reality: the complete transformation of the

United States Chamber of Commerce into an occial mouthpiece within the globalist machine of tyranny has been sealed in the

usual way: through the exchange of cash.

It shouldn't be a surprise. The once highly inguential organization that spent decades riding the trusty horse of “free market”

economic “conservatism” to great effect within the ranks of the pre-2016 Republican Party has now settled comfortably into its

natural orbit: that inhabited by wealthy elites who long for an internationalist world order. The time for pretense seems to be over:

any persistent attempts to mask alignment are being pushed aside.

As always, it's interesting to see how the different dots connect. Bill Gates, Eric Cantor, progressive radicals, large American

corporations, illegal immigration, big tech. “The Chamber of Commerce receives a lot of money from big tech companies, and so

they diligently follow their orders,” said Mike Davis, former senior adviser to Sen. Chuck Grassley . "Today's conservatives

understand that corporate power is often even more oppressive than government power."

www.worldtribune.com/check-has-cleared-u-s-chamber-of-commerce-formall..  (2023)
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Yes, the globalist powers have done a Wne job of taking control of the housing market and forcing us to become dependent on

their Wnancial and physical infrastructure. However, the post I linked shows that we do not have to participate in that system, that

here are local alternatives. ZERO is a very spooky organization. They have tied themselves to the phony WEF concept that carbon

is the root of all evil and that we must "build back better" using their centralized, globalist, low CO2 guidelines. They are

sponsored by a list of problematic ngo's and corporate sponsors. They give no consideration to vernacular architecture or locally

available, naturally occurring resources. There is a lot of very good science showing that carbon is not the issue those in control

are trying to make us think it is.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM
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A green home is one that is covered by earth on three sides with the Southern facing exposed consisting of mostly windows.

Shades in the summer and bare windows in the winter to capture the free solar heat. Very little man made insulation or heating

and cooling required.
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brian - The passive solar, earth bermed houses you describe can be nice, but some have questions about whether or not they are

natural. There's a lot of debate about the various alternative building systems. Some use the term green, some use the term

sustainable, some use the term regenerative and some use the term natural. The Wrst three all share similar themes from poorly

deWned parameters. Only the last one has clearly deWned parameters that include deWnitive terms like vernacular architecture,

local, naturally occurring resources and local skilled labor.
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Hey there "Brian", Your green house comment describes author, innovator, and designer Michael Reynolds and his "Earth Ship"

home construction. duckduckgo.com/?q=earth+ship+seltered+homes+old+tires&t=ffab&a..
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The entire concept of zero carbon is a complete distraction from fact. Net Zero is a classic example of a PR smokescreen designed to

cover up all reference to where the HEAT is coming from; which is good old fashioned heat engines, more than a century old

technology. Any vehicle burning petrol, diesel or gas has a radiator . . . to disperse the excess heat from the engine. ALL heat engines

suffer the same problem - they have to accept the same rules; that all heat engines are only ~36% eccient when looking at the initial

heat created to produce energy. That ALL heat engines have to distribute ~60% of the heat to the atmosphere. OK, so now everyone

tells us that the problem can be solved by getting rid of all fossil fuel burning systems; vehicles, coal Wred electricity power stations,

and replacing them with electric vehicles and nuclear powered electricity generators, (no, not forgetting the solar, wind and hydro

electricity generators, except that they are unable to deliver succient reliable energy 24/7).

So now we have to take a close look at nuclear power, (as also the continuing research into fusion power, which we are told will deliver

an even better solution to our needs). . . . except that both nuclear and fusion is simply another form of heat engine; creating heat to

boil water to create steam to drive turbines to drive electricity generators.

If you all go look at the Wikipedia page for Hinkley Point Somerset,en.wikipedia.org/wi...where  they are building two nuclear power

generating stations. Each nuclear pile will create 4524 MW of heat to generate 1630 MWe of electricity which leaves the need to lose

2894 MW of heat, (63%) out into the sea. That was why the power station was built beside the sea; to get rid of the excess heat. Each

single MWe requires 2.8 MW of heat and that heat has to go somewhere, in this case into the surrounding sea/. As for fusion power;

EXACTLY the same applies. continued
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ChrisColes
Joined On 5/3/2009 2:40:01 AM
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, , , Don't take my word for it, even the US agrees "US Energy Information Administration; More than 60% of energy used for

electricity generation is lost in conversionhttps://www.eia.gov/todayin ... Net zero is a classic smokescreen to cover up the need

to replace ALL forms of the now more than a century old technology of heat engines. Telling us to worry about cow farts is the

very least of our problems.
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Eevee
Joined On 3/7/2008 10:05:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dont forget technology, this really took off at the end of the 1980's 1990's everyone having their own mobile phone and computer,

together those millions and millions of gadgets lead to mass amounts of warming...less tech, just for defense and policing, the

rest of us no...it's too much heat, too much landWll...
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imaginal110
Joined On 6/28/2010 9:16:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A telling detail . . . We play into the control in our subservience to phones. I'm currently locked out of my online access to Scotiabank

(one of the Canadian megabanks) because I haven't submitted to two-tier veriWcation. They don't say this is what it is but just cite that

downloading the mobile app might help me get in. Although there's no one there to say "no thank you" to, that's my internal response.

The bank teller can open my account with my card and password but i can't at home. I'm going to not submit to the bank and hope I can

get a credit union to accept me but the challenges are considerable. For example my substack andrewcartermacdonald.substack.com

 needs two-tier authorization so I can be paid by paid subscribers. Recently I took a week off from the thing and right now I'm on a

month long "fast" from watching political videos and seeing what else is there.
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Jackaroni
Joined On 4/4/2009 8:32:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I was recently at the airport and went to purchase a cup of coffee from one of the venders. I was told that I needed to scan a QR

code with my phone so I could pull up the menu online, then order and pay for my coffee that way. What the heck?! It would have

been far simpler to order and pay in person. I told them I wasn't going to do that and walked away. Guess they are trying to force

digital currency on us, not to mention de-humanize transactions.
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imaginal110
Joined On 6/28/2010 9:16:52 AM
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Yes Jackaroni. Thinking I'm going to accept the cost of not playing along and be happy with it. Compliance is costly as well, very.
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Eevee
Joined On 3/7/2008 10:05:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This thing about homes is the ultimate aim, but most people cannot afford the heat pumps and systems they need, there will be gradual

phasing out, they are not going to force people, this is scare mongering. The price (house/rent) rises are due to governments borrowing

during the pandemic, the war in Ukraine leading to ingation being sky high, if EU governments can get ingation down we should see

rents and house prices decrease to pre pandemic levels, getting ingation down is top of economic concerns for EU and UK. The article

above is a bit over the top.
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Micha_El
Joined On 4/23/2020 4:52:00 PM
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Maybe the EU shouldn't have started to fund that war in Ukraine, and also throw billions at the covid scam. Lets get real here.
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Eevee
Joined On 3/7/2008 10:05:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Micha - I hear you, however, that's another matter and the politicians decided those things you mention in your comment, we

didn't get a vote on the pandemic emergency laws, we didn't get a vote on whether to support ukraine or not, so these matters are

out of the hands of ordinary people, as is so often the case, look at Mr Blair and Iraq, there were no weapons of mass

destruction, we never get a vote, we are just told the country is doing this or that, the country is supporting this or that. We never

got a vote on whether to support Agenda 2030, we were just told the government had signed up to it. We had no say in these

things. So don't Wnger point at individuals, ordinary people of the UK are not the government, they say we are a democratic

country, but it is quite illusionary to me.  If ingation can come down it will help millions of people everywhere, all these things

have a knock on global effect.
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airsurfer
Joined On 3/31/2014 8:39:38 PM
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hi EV, the worlwide gov does whatever it pleases, with all collaborators being equally guilty. If they told 10, 20 or more years ago

what would happen down the line nobody would have believed it. As that is the easy lazy solution that gets the next generations

in the ever expanding mess and slavery. People are so used at being treated as a subject, they are afraid when they go to a

country where there is less subjecting than they are used to, because they've been brainwashed to think that dictatorial rules

equal safety.

The govs have a neverending bag of excuses, they'll never admit that they are the bad ones. The ultimate goal, of every single

gov 'measure', is to make you accept your slave position. They make you think there was no other choice, that you deserve it

(born in debt etc) and that they, contrary to what they've proven over and over again throughout history, will solve it for you and

won't allow any input from you because you are too stupid or a dangerous thinker.

The whole point of ingation is to turn you into slaves, once you cannot escape (living independently) the economic game which

they fully control. Anybody who gives a gov the beneWt of doubt assuming those who bully you are benevolent, is blatantly lying

to himself and his environment. It is not a natural outcome that the govs always gain more power and the people loose all their

birthrights. Whatever lie they spread by fear and MSM, it is intentional evil and a constant throughout history. The simple

conclusion in psychology studies says: whenever abuse of power is possible, it will happen, inevitably.

Regarding the real cost Bjorn mentions: the cost will increase (intentionally) and the rules and laws will make it more diccult and

expensive too. Unless for some unknown reason they suddenly decide to really help people and make things easier and cheaper,

instead of continuing the 'evolution' of ever increasing dictats, regulations that are both ineffective and force participation in

game.
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Eevee
Joined On 3/7/2008 10:05:07 AM
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Air surfer ... well you've already made up your mind..so in your mind this will happen... we are the majority remember....vote

wisely...look how Italy changed government.... look at the recent speech at the tory conference.... not everyone wants

socialism...many many don't https://www.youtube.com/watch?reload=9&v=6rsKiO2GnCA?reload=9&..  I do believe we should

clean up the air and the environment, the whole planet land, seas and air, it is just how to do it, if it were not for money and greed,

we could do it really quickly. This lady too for example... www.youtube.com/watch People know the world over the message is

out there. I think WE ARE PAST PEAK NOT KNOWING.

The question now is, how to move forward, cleaning up the world in a way where no one (all species) suffers. The elite are

concerned with losing wealth due to the age of the combustion engine being over. If we can off load them and leave them to

worry about declining wealth, they have enough for generations and generations, they need to get over themselves. Then the rest

of us can get on with it, scientists if they can accelerate research into clean energies and engineers work on transport and

heating scaled down to homes not just industrial size, we keep going with circular economy so more and more is recyclable, do

away with the tamagotchi society, and one use products, get more people doing "mend and make do" all the things that we did

when I was a kid.

ProWts of billions for companies will need to be a thing of the past because earth cannot sustain the mountain of waste. Have

less things of better quality, furnature etc. hand it down the generations. Local sustainable, seasonal farming, less air miles etc..

the list goes on and on, we just need to continue but without the political crap and power grab that is going on, drop this side of it

and let's get on with it. Just say no to them and lets do it.
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airsurfer
Joined On 3/31/2014 8:39:38 PM
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EV we agree on most things and have good intentions. I just know that there is nothing redeemable in politics. They'll pose

(imposters) as whatever is necessary to stay in power to lead the sheeple. I don't believe there are many politicians who have the

slightest bit of honesty left... but sure they can pose as it and later on claim they made change happen... while they just posed as

the change. Everyday people make change happen. Everyday people make life happen. And they don't claim it to stay on a power

level above the sheep.

I have no doubt in the good in humanity, but also no doubt in the unadaptedness of human nature to unnatural 'modern' society,

which is there not for humanity, but for human exploitation. I'm in the camp of the do-ers, not the claimers. I do it for love of love,

not for a career. You seem to believe the elites don't control their own wealth and are just subjected to money rules as you and

me. They're not. Money is just a tool to them, of course their lifelyhood and power don't depend on it (that's just an occial story

to sell the american dream as if money was truly an equal opportunity, merit-based reward, thereby gloryfying those who have

lots...

by printing it themselves: banks, govs, globalists, all the same behind the curtain). They just pretend to be subject to the same

rules of the game they impose on the masses. Regarding science: many, many fully sustainable, environment adapted (not

globalist 'one Wts all') solutions have been buried, destroyed or hidden (easy ex: pharma vs nature).

Research happens everyday, on small scale, no need for big money projects (most are a scam to justify ripping you off through

taxes). There is this culture of thinking we need more and more science, as if otherwise a catastrophy will happen. Hasn't history

proven the opposite is true? Didn't nature provide for eons of time? We didn't die of hunger, heat or cold, we have a brain that is

very eccient at cooperating community life. best wishes ;-
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Lee1959
Joined On 9/13/2021 8:36:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You know what they did in Venezuela, the govt. one day said that all land is theirs. Joel Salatin's parents had a nice farm there,

producing well. The govt. seized it and his parents left and settled on a farm with very poor land in Virginia. And they were in their

40's! But they turned that farm into a gem with regenerative farming techniques. So stop believing that the govt. is a good force

and have your best interests in mind. These rotten scumbogs will stop at nothing . . .
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LongTallTexan
Joined On 2/26/2023 8:17:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

the amount of CO2 in the atmosphere from man's industrial and transportation activities amounts to something like 1 one hundredth of

one percent of the atmosphere - it is simply magical thinking to believe that removing something that small will in any way affect the

climate - it is a giant scam that will destroy our economy and lifestyle - even the former head of the UNIPCC has stated that the

environmental movement is more about the destruction of capitalism than anything to do with the environment
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BILLANDLAURENVERIZON.NET
Joined On 9/3/2021 4:31:02 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

But lying to ignorant people is so satisfying to the evil devils of this world.
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, today our CO2 is 182ppm, at 150ppm the plants die, they need the CO2 for food. CO2 was once, millions of years ago,

2,600ppm. They need to push this green agenda fast and hard, before we get down to killing plants, as people might start to see

the scam.
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wondergreen11
Joined On 5/3/2023 9:49:37 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yup. Not sure enough people get it. It sucks to get dominated by pasty, weak, un-athletic retards. Get ten million people to walk on DC

and that could change things. We need mass resistance. Quick!!! Cheers!!
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SomeMo888
Joined On 7/17/2022 11:04:17 AM
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They don’t care about our protests.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, 10 million people ascending on the federal government's turf would certainly be a boon to their economy. They would LOVE

for 10 million people to spend all their money in DC for many days. Then they just sit back and laugh at the peasants.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Need to create a high level of drama, like having mothers with vaxxn injured children in carriages or in tow, form a human line

around the CDC Hdqtrs entrance outside of Atlanta...DC? You may want to do something similar with high drama in mind, with

vaxxn injured who can still move around, focusing on the sidewalk around FDA revolving (entrance) doors. Then invite

independent media tape these protests interview the injured, and plaster on alt media sites. Climate hoax requires far more

drama to garner attention; shoot, they cannot even build the damn wall across TX and AZ.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

SomeMo888, for what it is worth, Bjorn did not say "protests." He said, "noncompliance." Instead of traveling to capitals it would

involve large numbers of owners in local areas refusing to modify their homes or pay the Wnes. Large numbers of farmers would

quietly refuse to go nitrogen free. It would also involve numbers of police and sheriffs refusing to arrest them. Harder to arrest all

the people when they are scattered around the country that way.
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johnpage
Joined On 9/24/2021 2:40:16 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Fight back and disobey tell em to shove it.
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Jackaroni
Joined On 4/4/2009 8:32:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Get them to build a fence for protection, then we can turn it into a prison and refuse to let them out.
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Momtad
Joined On 8/2/2021 9:54:13 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They can proclaim, enact, order whatever they want, but unless we the people carry out their directives, it's not happening. We the

people will be responsible for our own demise unless all of us just say, "NO. "
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM
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Buy a parcel of land. Hold the land as long as you can. This may only be an interim step in delaying takeover, but it is important to

maintain your liberty. Having land under your feet provides opportunity. Consider whether the zoning allows you to camp on your land or

pull a trailer onto it. Plant fruit trees and food-producing perennials as soon as you purchase the land to give them time to mature. (In

the north, esp. apples, plums, rhubarb and grapes.) Whether there is a well or water source. (Some parcels have old wells that were

never registered. You might even sink your own well if it is shallow, but need to be aware of safe water concerns and maybe Wlter it.)

Due to environmental setbacks and land use restrictions near water, you do not want a stream running thru the center of your land, only

across a corner of it.

If you have land you can harvest food. You can retroWt a generator system as a backup to run electrical needs in your household, too.

Decide what you can live without most of the year so as to reduce your dependency on electricity. We also need more cottage industries

so people are not dependent on corporate jobs for income or for their needs. For sellers of real estate, do your best to Wnd out exactly

who you are selling to--not Blackrock or speculators, although people may still swap real estate for proWt once they buy it from you.

Because people need homes--otherwise, they are in hock to the company store for the rest of their lives, needing to pay rent (no tax

write-offs, not collateral for loans), no right to live as they choose and no opportunity to use the land to be productive, needing to buy

everything they must have. We were quite surprised recently to have a cold call to purchase our home from someone who represented

Blackrock. This is prob more pervasive than many people realize.
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cal2514
Joined On 3/1/2018 4:19:43 PM
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Whatever happened to the old anti-monopoly laws? To a time when our citizens shared awareness in guarding against corporate growth

and greed? When the media brought awareness to those who were becoming too big for their britches? Was that all a dream, or did we

protect ourselves at some point in history?
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lia7486
Joined On 3/23/2022 5:38:09 AM
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I see that Russia refuses to sign up to UN regulation- obviously, they like their own form of oligarchy - can't see anyone ordering them to

join- so isn't it doomed anyway? And might the surreal become real- moving to Russia to enjoy property rights, unlimited income ability,

the right to travel,even vote?!!! (When I say vote, I wink ) How do you suspect they will remove ownership of things like bullion,shares

and stocks, jewelry and works of art,rare wines,etc? I can se the way they are manipulating housing,and controlling transport for "

green" issues - but what excuses can they give for all the assets I mentioned?

Seems to me,only outright theft could be used, which I believe will the actual tipping point where the plebians actually realize what's

been going on - so when this happens, how do they get the armed forces and law establishment,police,courts,etc to enforce this

impossibly massive theft? The German's did it- but only to a small few, even with their powers, they didn't do a conWscation of every

citizens assets- I look forward to someone explaining how they would do it- I don't think our military,police and courtt can be bought,and

without them, they cannot enforce - unless- VACANCIES - 2 MILLION MEN REQUIRED FOR UPCOMING OVERTHROW OF GOVERNMENT

- plus, where to camp them, weapons, munitions, logistics,all in secret?

Hitlerr tried and failed - scary thing is - if they went just for economic power, they have the money to do it, but their Egos demand power

and serfdom as well...
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gin9762
Joined On 7/19/2019 8:31:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So if you can't afford to pay the 100k euros to update your house to their code they take your house and turn it into a rental? Ok, so will

THEY update the property and invest the 100k euros to do so before they turn it into a rental? Or will they be exempt? I am SO SICK of

these evils bastards. There are far more millions of us than them. It's time to use the power of numbers.
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This requires people changing their ideals, they have to realize that this green agenda is going to kill their life. They need to realize this

agenda is about keeping them out of sight, no travel, life of Amazon delivery, I believe this was brought on because the world is so

crowded, people are fat and ugly ~ who wants to see them? For starters ~ Stop using Amazon!
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Country_Me
Joined On 7/5/2008 11:40:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

California Quietly Repeals Law to Censor Doctors....www.youtube.com/watch
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Sanbruno69
Joined On 10/2/2021 8:49:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Amazing how the world is changing! www.2ndsmartestguyintheworld.com/p/putin-warns-globalist-terrorist-kla..
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StarPowerVitD
Joined On 4/19/2021 7:44:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I tend to see the globalist’s heads on pikes with their manifestoes’ shoved in their mouths. Maybe that’s just me
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mozo33
Joined On 6/16/2021 2:23:33 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

the esoteric symbolisms used by the masons /kabbalists ... as in those we refer to as the elites are not theirs, what is theirs is what

they have measured these things to mean ... and it is by this measurement as a perception they see as a means to attain their holy grail,

which is the driving factor behind all of these things playing out in at this time ... they will fail again as they have failed before ...

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/6/2023 6:33:45 AM
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caws
Joined On 1/12/2009 12:42:21 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

50 years ago in my youth I was fortunate enough to be able to take a course called Silva Mind Control, initially developed by Jose

Silva to help poor children to learn but evolved into so much more. I saw & experienced things that I would not have believed

possible and learned methods that could be used for great good or great evil and how to block it being used on myself. Ironically

our teacher tried to use it on me before I left but I had learned well and he did not succeed.This method is still taught but is so

expensive and sequestered that only the wealthy can afford to learn it and believe me they are using it for inguence and control

today.

Rockefeller said" I do not want a world of thinkers I want a world of workers". That is why our schools do not teach or allow

cognitive reasoning but only memorization of so called "facts" which are mostly false; especially historically. Then we have the

implementation of guoride for nearly 80 years that not only lowers IQ, destroys the thyroid [needed to procreate] , kidneys, and

bones , but collects the most in the pineal gland or "third eye" which not only denies us sleep but is the "window to the soul".

Add to that all the destructive and poisonous drugs that are pushed on us daily that have way more side effects than beneWts ;

there goes even more memory, initiative and here comes more apathy. Our spirits are under attack we need to be brave enough to

keep spreading the word. I read that 33% of the people are awake, 33% will never awake and the 33% in the middle are the target

sector. Will we let the occult win them over or will we risk sticking our necks out to convince or at least warn them? Do we still

have the strength and the will?
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Eevee
Joined On 3/7/2008 10:05:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr Edward De Bono - look up his work. Got my children into this young "thinking outside of the box.."...
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Jackaroni
Joined On 4/4/2009 8:32:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

caws, my daughter teaches at a charter school that actually promotes thinking. She said that the "A" students are not the

smartest kids, but merely the ones who are best at memorization. When given mastery tests where the kids must demonstrate

that they truly understand the material, the "A" students often fail. Those who fail go through tutorials until they are able to pass

the mastery test. This is an example of how people can memorize and repeat what they hear without actually understanding the

subject, or even questioning it. It is so easy for those people to fall under the inguence of nefarious characters.
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airsurfer
Joined On 3/31/2014 8:39:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

caws: my conclusion (being raised as atheist but in truth I'm no '-ist' anything): if they truly wanted a dumb working force, they

would keep us dumb but not physically weak. The never ending promotion of misery through pollution, mental scarring etc

makes me conclude their ultimate goal is harvesting suffering, to exchange it for power from their evil overlords. Well, evil for us

anyway, maybe our suffering feeds them well and they do 'good' things with it on some other level... Makes me sound very

quacky amongst those who don't know me (I'm very logic based).

It's being rejected not by science per se, but by the cult of 'science'. Fortunately many before me stated this in religious and other

esoteric writings. It's such a shame places that claim themselves to be harbors of knowledge and truth, often dogmatically run

away from anything that doesn't Wt hard materialism and accepted hokuspokery, also running away from discussing the latter.

How can there be any real knowledge if you censor your own mind? That just results in living a lie and believing lies, instead of

learning to evaluate with balancing pro and contra data (not necessarily 'hard' data).

You can't see right if you put your hand before your eyes. Yet that's what many a school teaching is: repeating and being

rewarded for it by grades. While any real learning is a reward in itself. We are being scared of chaos instead of appreciating it as

a source of future understanding, or as data to be aknowledged instead of dismissed because it doesn't Wt a theory. Good thing

kids still have 'opposite-day' ;-)
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einkaufen
Joined On 9/26/2012 12:39:22 AM
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Unfortunately, for something like 50% of the population a bank or 'lending institution' is a partner to the extent of the loan. When you

own less than 50% of the house you're the junior partner! The various booms and busts have been consolidating housing since the day

private property was available for sale -- You read about land and property busts all through the 1800s. Always a big casino. Enter in the

off shoring and corporatization of small biz and we Wnd housing one of the last sectors available to invest in with millions of property

chips on the board. Its a tragedy now that big corporates are buying blocks of independently owned houses -- many will not be offered

separately again but sold on in blocks to other investment cos.

This is exactly what happens in a commercial economy - sold to the highest bidder boom or bust. Sorry state. As for the UN - its made

up of member states . States have to decide if they want to adopt policy. Most initiatives never get too far. They only forced action I've

seen comes in the shape of wars like Korea and Cyprus which was seperating two hostile parties. We will never get another UN

'collaborative war'. Countries have to adopt policy which is why Covid had a different mix of responses by different countries. No UN

blue helmets ever arrived in any country to force policy compliance. It didn't take Libertarians to stop it either.
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mni3972
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The WEF is marching along King Charles Reset plan, removing housing ownership from all non-elite is just one step and the end will be

complete enslavement of humanity for the proWt and control of the elite (WEF). The only way to stop this eliminate the WEF.  Do you

want to live? That plan includes 90% depopulation.
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Stephjask
Joined On 10/23/2015 8:00:54 AM
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Totally agree. The WEF should be designated as a terrorist organization seeing that they freely boast about "Ve haf inWltrated

most of ze vorlds' governments."
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Segstar
Joined On 7/3/2012 3:30:42 PM
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Of course the world needs MORE Kings..Imagine where we would be WITHOUT the likes of King Carlos and his Evil bunch of

wanna be Gods ...Yet the majority of the Populace continue to waste their precious time to vote, line up , kowtow, bow, kneel, kiss

ass, beg for scraps, ah lordie you can't make this up ...
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Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM
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They are using the Green agenda to ride to victory, Disprove it!
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SomeMo888
Joined On 7/17/2022 11:04:17 AM
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WEF’r Kevin McCarthy is out, a small step in the right direction.
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Because King Charles is a shining example that must be followed? The man has someone iron the fricking shoe laces in his

shoes after every wearing! He has no real concept of priorities.
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MoMac46
Joined On 3/8/2021 3:24:35 PM
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King Charles has been a member of the WEF since 1992 as also have other so called Royal families. Along with politicians etc

etc - but who authorised the WEF to dictate and ingict their ridiculous ideas on the world.
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All fed by capitalism funneling $$ to a few elites and turbocharged by central banks
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Capitalism not. Try corporatism. en.wikipedia.org/.../Corporatism
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PintoHorse
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"So, not only is homeownership something many young people can no longer achieve, many can’t even afford to rent, and are forced to

live with their parents or multiple roommates." Oh boo hoo, too bad, so sad.    If the majority of Americans and the other western

countries had not been so eager to kick their kids out the moment they Wnished high school, none of this would be happening. We'd

have our children with us til they marry and leave home, as it was a long time ago.  Other cultures do not do this, or at least not to the

same extent. They"stick together", the unity of family is everything for them. We should have done the same, but no, we subscribe to

that four-star god called "Individualism" and we even ingict it on our children.
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lia7486
Joined On 3/23/2022 5:38:09 AM
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YOU DON'T NEED TO OWN A HOME-READ "RICH DAD,POOR DAD" By Robert Kiyosaki- He shows how he came back-from

Vietnam, with nothing - and despite his dad's advice, DIDN'T buy a house to live in- him and his wife now own nearly 20,000

properties - including hotels,occes, restaurants,gold mines,oil wells and hundreds of kilos of gold and silver - they let the income

from these buy their personal homes around the world - in cash, without touching their own money Germany - the majority are

quite happy,and prefer to rent - totally gexible and can invest like Kiyosaki-
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mozo33
Joined On 6/16/2021 2:23:33 AM
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agree ... of interest to me at least ... this four star god you speek of ... where did this come frome in relation to individualism ?
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mozo33
Joined On 6/16/2021 2:23:33 AM
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Robert Kiyosaki bought all his properties using colateral in a 40 year bull market and offshored his taxes ... right time and place

.... yes he is smart but not an example to throw out within the conWnes of hindsight ..
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Regardless of age, people who want their own affordable abode should consider and research mini houses. And best to title and

register them as RVs and NOT mobile homes. duckduckgo.com/?t=ffab&q=mini+houses&atb=v282-1&iax=images..
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Just when will these criminals orchestrating all of it be put into their place! They simply seem to do as they please when they please

now. ZERO accountability
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Segstar
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Just saw an Evil witch saying all Trump supporters, the basket of deplorables needs to be "Deprogrammed." This entity is mega

evil...
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Yeah Seg I saw that too. It's the way of the commiecrat you know. Commie 101. How the average DEM voter continues NOT to

see what is going on and continues to vote for it is astonishing. There can be only ONE party, and the rest are white

supremacist's, injection hesitant, deplorables and classiWed as a dissidents who need to be re-programmed. In order for

communism to work it must be this way. Once you SEE IT for what it is there is not unseeing IT, and it's s damn obvious isn't IT.
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM
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The preserved word of God, the fulWllment of Psalm 12& 138, for such a perilous& subtil time as this, the Authorized English known as

the King James Bible,pure Cambridge edition, is the key to either overcoming this, or persevering to the removal of he who letteth& the

commencement of God's judgment as the seals are broken. Circumspect living w both sobriety & the joy of the Lord coming of the

engrafted word both preserves& guides, w/o joining oneself to wickedness & idolatries, vanity, in spiritual fornication.

This was why freedom of speech, the press, association etc for all:not just for the erring, proud& always ultimately bloody dominionist

nicolaitan elite, was in the Bill of Rights of our U.S.Constitution by the grace of God: but law only restrains the truthful& lawful, not

deceitful idolatrous fornications as the MYSTERIES. They hint & deWle & initiate & sort:but never, until a soul is given over to the darkest

of evil at the inner core: those 'highest up', deepest in (in the sense of Luciferic Isaiah14 arrogance,presumption& delusion: remember,

these are the deceiving& being deceived, serving a false master, that old father of lies) is the whole of the antichrist secret revealed.

The allure& power of old MYSTERY, BABYLON THE GREAT, THE MOTHER OF HARLOTS& ABOMINATIONS OF THE EARTH lies in her

tantalizing& leading men on w/ her deceptions& idols by the unclean spirit she serves,no God& a mere creature himself, man being a

little lower than the angelic.

The 'secret' is never fully revealed in any idolatrous MYSTERY, power religion of partnering mighty men w/corrupt spirituality: not until

the chaser& servant of lies awakens in the Hell not prepared for men in the 1st place, but for the Devil& his angels. Mt25:41.The light&

truth exposing this, along w/ God's provision of salvation out of it,& guidance for steering thru it, are found in his preserved word, the

Book. Esotericism is closed, offered in the dark. God's word is open& freely offered in the ligh
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Bjorn Andreas Bull-Hansen is a Man who " THINKS"......he understand what is going on,,    >>>>   www.youtube.com/watch

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/6/2023 3:00:59 PM
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BILLANDLAURENVERIZON.NET
Joined On 9/3/2021 4:31:02 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

After reading all the comments here I am certain that turning to God in earnest prayer and full repentance is the answer. Seeking to

know God and then obeying God will bring about help with the wisdom and power we have not on our own. We must realize we are

created beings who are in great need of our Creator. This is a fallen world to which God has sent the Savior Jesus, has given us His

Word, the bible, and all we must need to know Him, which is redemption/salvation from the horrendous sin which caused all this. If

once you begin to seek God in truth, in sincerity, everything will change. God is the ONE and Only God and all powerful and able. He is

the beginning and the end. We desperately need Him.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/6/2023 8:00:40 AM
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MoMac46
Joined On 3/8/2021 3:24:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes GOD (the great spirit) has given us free will and it seems to be the evil one's free will that is prevailing at the moment.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/6/2023 8:13:44 AM
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caws
Joined On 1/12/2009 12:42:21 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

God has already told us we need to ACT on his will. The man standing on his roof during the good refused the boat that came to

save him and the helicopter that came to save him saying God would save him. When he got to heaven he asked why didn't you

save me? God said I sent you a boat and a helicopter but you refused to use them! Prayer is good but we have to LISTEN to the

answers that are all around us and pay attention.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/6/2023 9:22:36 AM
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

guess whats next>  gregreese.substack.com/p/who-are-they?utm_source=substack&utm_medi..   >>>>  www.youtube.com/watch    <<<

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/6/2023 7:34:25 PM
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alazon
Joined On 6/27/2009 5:32:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Quote: The goal is to force people out of their homes. If you cannot afford the required upgrades, you’ll be forced to sell your home.

Asset management companies will then buy them and turn them into rentals. EndQuote. Absolute rubbish. Try looking at the house sale

laws in the EU, and then look at the government assistance available for home insulation and heat pumps.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/6/2023 1:34:33 AM
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MoMac46
Joined On 3/8/2021 3:24:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Heat pumps do not heat as well as gas boilers and that was an expert who told me that . Living in the North of the UK is very

different and much colder from the southern part of the UK. Do I believe the UK government is here to help the people - no - not

any more, the WEF have inserted their people into the key positions. Thats just my opinion, you are free to disagree.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/6/2023 5:19:57 AM
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Stephjask
Joined On 10/23/2015 8:00:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I entirely agree with you and with MoMac46. Many, if not most, urban habitations in the UK are not suitable or are even

impossible for heat pumps to be installed even if the occupants actually wanted the damn things and could actually afford them.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/6/2023 6:46:34 AM
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DebbyW
Joined On 5/27/2010 9:07:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

MoMac, my friend has a heat pump in Massachusetts. It seems to heat/cool okay, but her electric costs are twice what everyone

else's energy costs are for heat and electric. She went that route since she built an energy eccient home with 6" walls, and

natural gas wasn't available. I cringe when I see her $2,000 winter bills.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/6/2023 7:26:41 AM
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Eevee
Joined On 3/7/2008 10:05:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We have a couple of houses in the street, recently extended and they put heat pumps in, last winter a lady who did this told me it

does give off some heat but not nearly enough, they have to use electric Wres to top up the heat, she said it is good for

background heat and taking the chill off the air, just, but only just, a heat pump will not keep you warm in winter, you still need a

Wre or Wres in each room. We have a builder in the family who said the heat pumps are useless, steer clear of them, most people

around here have the eco wood/or dual fuel burning stoves.... they recycle the fumes and exhaust and reburn it until there is

minimal waste left, it still pollutes the air but not as much as the old stoves...we don't have one as yet.....

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/6/2023 8:47:33 AM
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airsurfer
Joined On 3/31/2014 8:39:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

a woman friend of a friend I spoke to (in france) complained to me, after having to take a loan to Wnance the 'upgrades', she had

to wait 1,5 years before the gov Wnally paid her back. Put her in a bad situation and I guess not everybody would have been able

to economically 'survive' that scenario. Have you missed the parts (past years) about blackrock or vanguard buying houses at

twice the listed price? In france, laws prevent people to move home easily (well, other countries too) by big taxes on resale. They

say it is to prevent 'speculative housing investments' (how is that speculative? it's a sure shot!) as if the average owner had

nothing else to do. Of course, the laws for corporate buying of housing are different, while those are the ones putting people on

the street.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/6/2023 11:34:59 AM
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grulla
Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"...assistance available for home insulation..." You just reminded me of the prime ingredient to eccient home

environment...super insulation that is installed properly without creating any condensation and mold.

www.amazon.com/Super-Insulated-Houses-Double-Envelope/dp/0931790190

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/7/2023 8:05:19 AM
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hello1
Joined On 8/26/2008 9:16:56 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So disappointed in this site. This site used to have a wealth of health information.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/6/2023 9:25:28 AM
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020202
Joined On 1/13/2021 8:23:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is health! This is about life and health! This is the cream of the crop.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/6/2023 9:35:24 AM
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bchristine
Joined On 7/1/2012 6:58:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There is still much quality health information and articles on this site every week, but it is mixed in now with inside information

about the state of our country (world) because it is in so much peril. This affects everyone's health and well-being.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/6/2023 9:49:35 AM
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airsurfer
Joined On 3/31/2014 8:39:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

it still has or have you missed the articles about it? There is no choice of health without freedom. If there was, those dedicated

articles wouldn't be necessary. In fact, if any 'gov' was truly 'for the people, by the people', the whole site wouldn't even have to

exist. BIG kudos to mercola and all the other angels and honest people creating sites to help their fellow victims escape tyranny.

Paid by themselves and rewarded by mostly hostile reactions of those who'd rather stay asleep than wake up before being

consumed.

WHO is to blame. Mercola is not a civil servant and owes us nothing. I Wnd it inappropriate to complain to the one helping you,

instead of towards those that created the problems. Having worked in benevolent places I understand why some turn to the evil

side: some people you help are not grateful and would rather treat you as a slave if you gave them permission, they treat free

helpers worse than those they pay. Time for a change then, it's free.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/6/2023 9:53:55 AM
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Mercola_Fan
Joined On 1/11/2009 12:28:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This isn't a "Pollyanna" or "Kumbaya," youth campWre sing-along site! Your health is meaningless when the SHTF! You either get

on the Ark, or you don't!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/6/2023 10:15:52 AM
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Segstar
Joined On 7/3/2012 3:30:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well hello, as they say, doh let the door hit your derrier on the way out lol..

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/6/2023 11:43:18 AM
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Lee1959
Joined On 9/13/2021 8:36:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Uh, wouldn't lack of freedom, lack of clean air, lack of a home, stipulations on YOUR money, losing the right to move around freely

(imagine your mother was dying and you could not see her because you lived in a 15 minute city), lack of clean water, and loss of

sovereignty cause anxiety and depression in you? If you say that would not affect your personal health, you are a fool. Health is

not limited to what or when we eat. It is holistic. Don't be dumb.
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grulla
Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You need to understand that all us alternative health and farmer/growers are on the defensive against the medical, pharma, and

aggie Rockefeller industrial complex who would like nothing better than to see us wiped off the face of the Earth.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/6/2023 12:41:07 PM
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hello1: Coming here is entirely your choice. Your precious nanny-state deemed everything on this site "misinformation." Since

you adore the State so much you should just get all your health info off CNN, the NYT and the Rolling Stones like a good little

subject/citizen.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/7/2023 2:02:33 PM
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tswearin2
Joined On 3/1/2012 12:06:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

hello1, Mercola.com remains the #1 health information website. I'm a holistic nurse. I've learned INFINITELY MORE from Dr.

Mercola than I did at college, in training to become an RN or in any of the continuing education classes I've taken throughout

many years. Reading Dr. Mercola's articles is one of the only things I do routinely; I try never to miss a day of Dr. Mercola! The

wealth of health information he provides on a daily basis has helped me --- and by extension -- the health of my family, more than

any physician or healthcare professional I have ever seen or known. And he provides it all for FREE. I am always amazed at his

wealth of knowledge. I have no idea how he does what he does, He must never sleep!

And he does it for all for us -- because he genuinely loves and cares about people. He's working to make a difference in individual

lives and in the world. And HE IS MAKING A DIFFERENCE. I recently had the honor of hearing him speak at the The American

Academy of Physiological Medicine & Dentistry (AAPMD) Collaborative Cures Conference in Orlando, Florida, where he received

a standing ovation. I love him even more now. He is down to earth, humble and funny! He still so generously offers a "wealth of

health information." If you are disappointed and feel you'd learn more at some other website, you are, of course, free to go

elsewhere for your health information. Good luck...
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